
 
Abstract— Concept bases are composed of a collection of concept 

attributes and used for multiple purposes such as improving efficiency 
of information retrieval and making commonsensical judgments using 
computers recently. To construct concept bases, the data of the 
dictionaries is generically used. However, concept attributes are not 
always static, that is, some of them shift by the influence of various 
events and incidents. For example, it is to be expected that the 
attributes of the sports in the concept attribute of the country holding 
some sports event are stronger than usual time, or they are append to 
the concept attribute of the country. In this study, we consider the 
application of weblogs to extract the fluctuations of concept attributes. 
Many of articles of weblogs are influenced by the news, and the 
number of documents of weblogs is very large. Then, in this study, we 
propose a new method to extract the influence of various events and 
incidents to attributes by regarding the tags given to an article as an 
attribute of the words in the article, and verify the effectiveness of our 
method by an experiment. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
concept base is a knowledge database of words, 

generally consisting of sets of words. These words are 
attributes representing the expressed concepts (words having 
meanings and characteristics closely related to referenced 
words) and attribute values (closeness of the relationship 
between a word and an attribute) (see, e.g., [1], [2]). For 
example, 
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Concept bases are used for multiple purposes such as improving 
efficiency of information retrieval [3], [4] and making 
commonsensical judgments using computers [5], [6].  

To build a large scale concept base, it is necessary to obtain 
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concepts automatically using computers. Various methods have 
been proposed for this purpose. A typical method uses entries in 
a dictionary as concept words and definition sentences of entries 
as attributes to build a concept base [2], [7]. Additional methods 
have been proposed to expand concept bases by using 
newspapers and documents on the web [8]–[10] or by 
modifying the degrees of relationship by considering 
unsteadiness of concepts arising from multiplicity of meaning 
[11]. However, these conventional methods do not account for 
temporary shifts in concept attributes caused by various events 
and incidents. Not all concept attributes have been firmly 
established. For example, it is to be expected that the attributes 
of the sports in the concept attribute of the country holding some 
sports event are stronger than usual time, or they are append to 
the concept attribute of the country. That is,  

 
}),1,"("),5,"("),2,"{(""" sportscountryAsiaJapan = , 

↓  
}),5,"("),2,"("),1,"{(""" sportscountryAsiaJapan = . 

 
By reflecting on such shifts in concept attributes, it is expected 
that the accuracy of information retrieval services (see, e.g., 
[12]–[15]) and information recommendation systems (see, e.g., 
[16]–[19]) will be improved. 

On the other hand, in recent years, there has been a rapid 
spread of media such as blogs, wikis, message boards, customer 
review sites, and social networking sites (SNSs), which make it 
possible for individuals to generate information more easily. 
These are collectively referred to as “consumer-generated 
media” or “user-generated content,” and the numbers of such 
media users are growing at an explosive rate. For example, 
Facebook [20], a leading SNS, has more than 600 million users 
worldwide and was the top visited website in the United States 
in 2010. The widespread use of these media has made it possible 
to distribute information without requiring technical knowledge. 
The number of weblog users continues to increase and a large 
number of documents are distributed daily on the Internet. 
Although the contents of weblogs vary, many of them refer to 
writers’ personal experiences and interests, and thus, weblogs 
are likely to be influenced by various events and incidents 
reported at the time of writing. In other words, the impact of an 
event, accident, or crime is considered to be reflected in the 
number of weblog articles referring to it.  

This study uses weblog articles as a corpus, proposes a 
method to extract concept attributes that may shift depending on 
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the subject, and verifies its effectiveness by an experiment. 
The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows. 

In Section II, we shall introduce the proposed method. In 
Section III, we shall account for experimental results. In Section 
IV, we shall summarize results of this study and mention some 
future research directions. 
 

II.  PROPOSED METHOD 

A. Tags and Weblog Services 
In this study, it is assumed that a concept attribute held by a 

writer of a weblog article and tags (labels) attached to the article 
are equivalent. In weblogs, tags represent weblog user attributes 
for each user and are attached to each article to represent the 
category to which an article belongs. The presence of tags and 
the manner in which they are attached vary depending on the 
weblog service. For the purpose of this study, weblog articles 
were collected from services that allow tags to be attached to 
each article because it is necessary for tags to reflect topics that 
differ each day. For example, in Blogger [21] the user can attach 
tags (labels) for each blog articles (Fig. 1). In this study, the 
subject of research is restricted to Japanese, then we selected the 
Yahoo! Japan Blog service [22], because the number of users of 
the Yahoo! Japan Blog service is very large in Japan, and in 
which the user can attach tags for each blog articles. 
 

B. Attribute Vector and Concept Base 
In this study, we define the attribute vector W of a concept 

word iw  by 
 

{ }),(,),,(),,()( ,,2,2,1,1, ii mimiiiiii qpqpqpw =W , 

 
where jip ,  is the j th attribute, jiq ,  is representing the j th 

attribute’s strength of how relevantly it explains the concept 
word iw , and im  is the number of attributes of the concept 
word iw  . For example, 
 

{ }),3,"("),1,"("),2,"(")"(" wingfeathereggbird =W , 
 

{ }),1,"("),2,""(),3,"(")"(" windowwheelmortercar =W . 
 
The concept base K  is a set of attribute vectors [1], [2], that 

is, 
 

{ } ),"(",),(", carbirdK WW= . 
 

 In this study, we introduce the concept of time into the attribute 
vectors. These attribute vectors makes it possible for us to make 
concept base which change according to the day and time. By 
using this type of concept base, it is expected that the accuracy 
of information retrieval services and information  

 

 
Fig. 1 Example of blog article with tag (label) 

 
 
recommendation systems will be improved. To accomplish the  
purpose, we use weblog articles as a corpus. We will give an 
explanation of the proposed method below. 

The Yahoo! Japan Blog classifies weblog articles into 15 
master categories, 56 intermediate categories, and 351 
subcategories. A weblog writer selects a subcategory that he or 
she thinks is most appropriate for the piece of writing. The 
selected category is attached to the article as a tag. In our 
experiment, a total of 47 attributes (Table 1) were defined with 
reference to the intermediate categories. In this study, concept 
words were selected from nouns appearing in the collected 
weblog articles. The attribute vector of a concept word were 
generated by voting to the attributes to which the tags attached 
to the weblog article which contains the concept word belong. 
Given concept words iw  ( ni ,,2,1 = ) at time t  (here, n  is 
the total number of nouns appearing in the collected weblog 
articles), the attribute vector of these concept words )()(

i
t wW  

is defined as follows. 
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Here, jp ( 47,,2,1 =j ) represents 47 types of attributes. In 

addition,  )(
,
t
jiq   is the attribute value of j th attribute of concept 

word iw   at time t . In this study, attribute value is defined as 
the number of appearances of an attribute and is determined by 
using weblog articles posted during the past 24 hours from time 
t . 

 

III. EXPERIMENT 

A. Outline 
In this experiment, a large number of weblog articles were 
collected, and by counting the co-occurrence relationships 
between words appearing in each article and the tag attached to 
the article, it was examined whether there were any shifts in 
concept attributes. The experiment was carried out by extracting 
nouns from each weblog article by using morphological analysis 
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and these nouns were used as concept words. (A Japanese 
language morphological analysis API provided by Yahoo! 
Japan [23] was used.) The weblog articles were collected from 
00:00 a.m. on December 3 to 00:00 a.m. on December 26, 2010 
by using a weblog article collection program implemented in the 
PHP language on a Linux server (the collection was interrupted 
from 00:00 a.m. on December 13 to 00:00 a.m. on December 16 
because of maintenance of the collection server). The attribute 
vector )()(

i
t wW   of concept word iw  was determined by using 

the reference time of 00:00 a.m. each day from December 4 to 
December 26. 
 

B. Results and Observations 
In the experiment, a total of 405,210 weblog articles were 

collected. Fig. 2 shows the number of blog articles belonging to 
each category. Fig. 3 shows the time-series of attribute values 
(normalized frequency) of all 47 attributes in the case where the 
concept word is “Russia.” As shown in this figure, the attributes, 
for example, “economics,” “politics and political activity,” 
“international affairs,” and “sports” are unsteadiness. Although 
both concept words for which the frequency of appearance of 
attributes changed and those for which frequency of appearance 
of attributes was stable were present, here, observations are 
presented by using time-series graphs for concept words in 
which the frequency of appearance of attributes shifted 
drastically (Figs. 4–13). In each graph, the vertical axis shows 
the frequency of appearance and the horizontal axis shows the 
timeline (the frequency of appearance is normalized so that the 
maximum value would be 1 and the minimum value would be 
0). 

Fig. 4 shows the frequency of the attribute “sports” in the 
concept word “Russia.” The high frequency observed on 
December 4, 2010 is considered to have been influenced by the 
fact that Russia was selected as the host of 2018 FIFA World 
Cup on December 3, 2010. From Fig. 5, it is observed that the 
frequency of the attribute “economics” is high for the concept 
word “France” around December 19, 2010. Similar tendencies 
are observed for other European countries and the tendencies 
are considered to be the result of the influence of the EU summit. 
As shown in Fig. 6, which is for the concept word “Yamato,” the 
attribute “movie” made frequent appearances in early December, 
2010 influenced by the release of a film having the concept 
word as its title in Japan. From Figs. 7 and 8, it can be observed 
that the tension in the Korean peninsula resulted in frequent 
appearance of the attribute “international affairs” for the 
concept words “South Korea” and “North Korea.” As shown in 
Fig. 9, for the concept word “fishing boat,” the attribute 
“international affairs” recorded a high value on December 20, 
2010 as a result of the ramming of a fishing boat into a South 
Korean Coast Guard vessel in the Yellow Sea on December 18, 
2010. As shown in Fig. 10, the attribute “international affairs” 
showed frequent appearances on December 11, 2010 for the 
concept word “Nobel,” influenced by the Nobel Peace Prize 
award ceremony held on December 10, 2010. From Figs. 11, 12, 
and 13, it can be observed that for the concept word “chicken,” 

the influence of Christmas was observed in the 
higher-than-normal appearance of the attribute “gourmet, 
drink” on December 25 and 26, 2010, as well as frequent 
appearances of “holiday, anniversary” and “family” attributes, 
which are seldom observed.  
From the results mentioned above, it is concluded that weblog 
articles are indeed influenced by various events and incidents 
and it is possible to extract shifts in concept attributes from tags 
attached to weblog articles. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
By using a concept base, which uses concept attributes that 

shift depending on popular topics of daily conversation, it is 
expected information retrieval based on the topic and 
construction of an associative search system will be possible. In 
an associative search system, more human-like association is 
performed. This study used weblog articles as a corpus, 
proposed a method for extracting concept attributes that shift as 
a result of various events and incidents, and exhibited the 
effectiveness of such a method by an experiment. Although this 
method is considered to be applicable to other languages 
because it does not rely on grammar, the results presented in this 
paper were obtained from an experiment performed on a weblog 
service based on the Japanese language. Thus, this method 
exhibited a strong influence from the Japanese viewpoint. For 
this reason, it may be necessary to select other weblog services 
depending on the objective, such as the creation of a concept 
base using international perspectives. Future issues include the 
study of a method to distinguish words having relatively stable 
concept attributes and those having unstable attributes. 
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Table 1: List of attributes  
金融と投資 (Finance and investment) 
雇用 (Employment) 
ビジネス (Business) 
職種 (Profession) 
経済 (Economics) 
インターネット (Internet) 
コンピュータ (Computer) 
祝日，記念日 (Holiday, anniversary) 
グルメ，ドリンク (Gourmet, drink) 
環境問題 (Environmental issue) 
事件・事故 (Incident and accident) 
災害 (Hazard) 
文化活動 (Cultural activity) 
季節 (Season) 
映画 (Movie) 
テレビ (TV) 
音楽 (Music) 
占い (Fortune telling) 
芸能人，タレント (Actor and artist) 
超常現象 (Paranormal phenomenon) 
テーマパーク (Theme park) 
住まい (Residence) 
ペット，動物 (Pet, animal) 
家庭電化製品 (Home electronics) 
家庭 (Family) 
政界と政治活動 (Politics and political activity) 
国際情勢 (International affairs) 
美容と健康 (Beauty and health) 
病気，症状 (Illness) 
資格試験，テスト (Qualification test) 
学校 (School) 
教育 (Education) 
科学 (Science) 
恋愛 (Romance) 
結婚 (Marriage) 
日本 (Japan) 
世界の地方 (Region of the world) 
芸術，アート (Art) 
文学 (Literature) 
デザイン (Design) 
舞台，演劇 (Theater, drama) 
人文科学 (Humanities) 
スポーツ (Sports) 
レジャー (Leisure activity) 
趣味 (Hobby) 
乗り物 (Vehicle) 
ギャンブル (Gambling) 
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Fig. 2 Number of blog articles belonging to each category 

 

 
Fig. 3 Time series graph of attribute values of all attributes in the case where the concept word is “Russia” 
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Fig. 4 Time series graph of frequency in the case where the concept word is “Russia” and the attribute is “sports” 

 

 

 
Fig. 5 Time series graph of frequency in the case where the concept word is “France” and the attribute is “economics” 

 

 
Fig. 6 Time series graph of frequency in the case where the concept word is “Yamato” and the attribute is “movie” 

 

 

 
Fig. 7 Time series graph of frequency in the case where the concept word is “South Korea” and the attribute is “international affairs” 
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Fig. 8 Time series graph of frequency in the case where concept word “North Korea”, attribute “international affairs”   

 

 
Fig. 9 Time series graph of frequency in the case where the concept word is “fishing boat” and the attribute is “international affairs” 

 

 
Fig. 10 Time series graph of frequency in the case where the concept word is “Nobel” and the attribute is “international affairs” 

 

 

 
Fig. 11 Time series graph of frequency in the case where the concept word is “chicken” and the attribute is “gourmet, drink” 
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Fig. 12 Time series graph of frequency in the case where the concept word is “chicken” and the attribute is “holiday, anniversary”   

 

 
Fig. 13 Time series graph of frequency in the case where the concept word is “chicken” and the attribute is “family” 
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